
Instruction to the students:- 

1.  Following directives of Calcutta University the College will 

strictly follow the UGC guidelines for conducting the part III 

examination (Under 1+1+1, 2009 regulations). 

 

2. The schedule of examination is available in the Calcutta 

University website www.caluniv.ac.in. 

 

The schedule of examination is furnished below:- 

 Time of Examination:- 12 Noon to 2 PM 

Date HONOURS PAPERS 

01.10.2020 HONOURS  V 

03.10.2020 HONOURS  VI 

05.10.2020 HONOURS  VII 

07.10.2020 HONOURS  VIII 

08 .10.2020 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 

Date GENERAL PAPERS 

01.10.2020 Paper IV General Elective 1 

03.10.2020 Paper IV General Elective 2 

04.10.2020 Paper IV General Elective 3 

08 .10.2020 ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 

 

The dates of practical examinations will be notified later on. 

http://www.caluniv.ac.in.


4. The question paper will be available in College website and also in 

the following three websites of university:- 

a) https://www.cuug.in 

b) https://www.cuug20.in 

c) https://www.culibrary.ac.in 

 

5. On the dates of examinations the question will be available in 

College website shortly before the commencement of examinations, 

so that students can download the questions before 12 noon. 

 

6. Each student should have an email id (preferably a gmail id) for 

sending answer scripts. College will send test mail to the students to 

their email ids which they have already provided to the College. 

 

7. The students, who are willing to sit for the ensuing B.A./ B.Sc. 
(1+1+1) examination, 2020 must scan his/her CU registration 
certificate in PDF (less than 1 MB) format. Each honours student 
should send the same to their respective department’s email id and 
email id of environmental science department. The general 
candidates should send their scanned registration certificates to the 
email ids of three general elective subjects and to Environmental 
Science Department. 

 The scanned copy of registration certificate must reach the 
departmental ids latest by 29.09.2020. If some of the scanned copies 
of registration certificates do not reach College within stipulated 
time then it will be assumed that the candidate will not appear in this 
1+1+1 part III examination. The list of different departmental email 

https://www.cuug.in
https://www.cuug20.in
https://www.culibrary.ac.in


ids is listed below. The name of PDF file is RC****** ####, where 
****** stands for first name of the candidate and #### stands for 
subject. For example if a student’s name is Rohit Das and studying 
Microbiology Honours, he will name the PDF as RC-rohit-MCBA. 
The list of email ids for different departments is furnished below:- 

Subject Email ID 
Physics Honours phsa.spcmc@gmail.com 
Physics General phsg.spcmc@gmail.com 

Chemistry Honours cema.spcmc@gmail.com 
Chemistry General cemg.spcmc@gmail.com 

Mathematics Honours mtma.spcmc@gmail.com 
Mathematics General mtmg.spcmc@gmail.com 

Microbiology Honours mcba.spcmc@gmail.com 
Microbiology General mcbg.spcmc@gmail.com 

Statistics General stsg.spcmc@gmail.com 
Zoology General zoog.spcmc@gmail.com 

Physiology General phyg.spcmc@gmail.com 
Economics Honours ecoa.spcmc@gmail.com 
Economics General ecog.spcmc@gmail.com 

English Honours enga.spcmc@gmail.com 
English General engg.spcmc@gmail.com 
Bengali Honours bnga.spcmc@gmail.com 
Bengali General bngg.spcmc@gmail.com 
History Honours hisa.spcmc@gmail.com 
History General hisg.spcmc@gmail.com 

Political Science Honours plsa.spcmc@gmail.com 
Political Science General plsg.spcmc@gmail.com 

Hindi Honours hina.spcmc@gmail.com 
Hindi General hing.spcmc@gmail.com 

Philosophy Honours phia.spcmc@gmail.com 
Philosophy General phig.spcmc@gmail.com 
Sociology General socg.spcmc@gmail.com 
Education General edcg.spcmc@gmail.com 

Environmental Science envs.spcmc@gmail.com 
 
8. The College will accept only one handwritten scanned answer 

script (Preferably less than 20MB) from each student for each 
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examination unless otherwise instructed by CU. In papers, where 

there are two modules in a paper, the student should submit two 

separate handwritten scanned answer scripts, both in PDF 

format, for that paper. If the University directs to use separate 

scripts for separate groups of a particular subject in any paper 

or module, then the students should do the same and send 

scanned copy of each such script in separate PDF files with 

proper name.  

  
9. The name of PDF files should be given using following style 
depending on the subject and directions of University:-  
Example 1:- In a particular subject, groups are there but the 

University does not direct to use separate scripts for each 
group::- In this case if the date of examination is 03.10.2020, 
registration number of the student is 114-xxxx-abcd-17 and Paper is 
Sixth, then the file name of answer PDF file will be   
03-VI-114-xxxx-abcd-17. 
 

Example 2. In a particular subject groups are there and 
University directs to use separate scripts for each group::- In this 
case if the date of examination is 03.10.2020, registration number of 
the student is 114-xxxx-abcd-17 and Paper is Sixth, Group is A then 
the file name of answer PDF file will be 
 03-VI-A-114-xxxx-abcd-17. 
 
Example 3. In a particular subject there are modules and in 
modules there are groups but the University does not direct to 
use separate scripts for each group: In this case if the date of 
examination is 03.10.2020, registration number of the student is 



114-xxxx-abcd-17, Paper is Sixth, Module is XII, then the file name 
of answer PDF file will be  
03-VI-XII-114-xxxx-abcd-17 

Example 4. In a particular subject there are modules and in 
modules there are groups and University directs to use separate 
scripts for each group in the module:- In this case if the date of 
examination is 03.10.2020, registration number of the student is 
114-xxxx-abcd-17 and Paper is Sixth, Module is XII and Group is A 
then the file name of answer PDF file will be    
 03-VI-XII-A-114-xxxx-abcd-17 

 
10. In the first page of answer script the students must write the 
following distinctly at the top of the page: 
 University Registration number 
 University Roll Number( If available) 
  Date  
 page number 
 Subject, Paper, Group/Unit/Module 

In all other pages of the answer script the students must write the 
following distinctly at the top of the page  
 University Registration number 
 Date  
 page number 

 

11. Students are advised to use white A4 size papers (preferably) for 

writing the answers and should write their answers on one side of 

the page only. They should preferably use black ball point pen to 

write the answers.  



12. Students are advised to scan all the pages of the handwritten 

answer script and then send them as a single PDF file. Here answer 

script means each paper or module or a group, as the case may be in 

answering a particular subject.  

For preparing PDF files they may download scan apps like clear 

scanner, Adobe scanner, Microsoft Office lens etc from Google play 

store in their smart phone. Then they can scan page by page of the 

answer script and send them as a single PDF file (preferably less 

than 20MB). They may also use computer scanners to scan all the 

pages and after scanning the answer script, they can send the same 

as single PDF file. 

Please note that answer scripts in JPEG format are not allowed due 

the large size of the file and also note that for each paper or module 

or group as the case may be, only one PDF file will be accepted. If 

any student submit more than one such PDF file for a paper or 

module or group as the case may be, only the first received one will 

be evaluated. So be careful about sending the answer scripts.  

Please note that the uploading time for the answer script is 15 

minutes which can be extended to 15 minutes more in case of 

technical issues. Please note that the answers received after 2-30 pm 

will not be evaluated.  


